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Abstract— The traditional way of collecting the garbage is so tedious, causes diseases effect human and environment etc., so we come up with solution for this by IOT based garbage collection system. Here we are tackling the issue for waste management and the first step towards it should be proper collection of waste. And as this problem continues to increase day by day, we need to develop more efficient management methods and techniques. Thus we are proposing IOT based an automated garbage collection system.

In this system a path is placed where the bot follows the path called line tracker and collects the garbage from door to door and sends a message to the municipal people. Officer in the main office continuously monitor the main garbage bin in the webpage from time to time and observe the level of garbage(data). This data can be analyses for the purpose of how much amount of garbage being produced from each area. the area producing more garbage will be taken more and hence this project can be used for SWACHH BHARAT MISSION.

I. INTRODUCTION

The automatic garbage tracking and collection system consists of a line tracker in which the bot follows the line path. In this project we set a time for alarm. The bot goes to door to door in an apartment when it reaches the first door it gives a alarm and then open its top plate, the garbage is poured into the bin. Similarly the bot goes to at least five doors and collect the garbage from them. After collecting the garbage it then goes through the path followed by the line tracker to the main garbage system in an apartment. Now according to the detection of the garbage level a message is sent to main garbage system indicating the garbage is full. A continuous message is sent until unless the people from GHMC comes and collect the garbage.

The traditional way of collecting the garbage is so tedious, causes diseases effect human and environment etc., so we come up with solution for this by IOT based garbage collection system. In this project we do mainly three things.

1. Making an autonomous robot.
2. Making a smart bin.
3. Creating a webpage.

Here for developing this system we are using Nodemcu which is a combination of wifi and arduino and two IR obstacle sensors one sensor is used to detect the status that is the level of the garbage in bin and other sensor is used to send a sms to the main office.

The system over all helps us to maintain the cleanliness of the environment with the help of automation garbage tracking and collecting system. This is an IOT based project.

II. HARDWARE &SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

A. ARDUINO IDE

Arduino is an open source single board microcontroller kit for building digital device and interactive object that can sense and control object in the physical world. Arduino board design use a variety of microprocessor and controller. The board are equipped with set of digital and analog input/output pins that may be interfaced to various extension board and other circuits. The board feature serial communication interfaces including universal serial bus on some models which are also used for loading program from personnel computers. It can be programmed using arduino IDE.
B. NODEMCU

NodeMCU is an open source IoT platform which is used to develop IoT based projects. It was created shortly after the ESP8266 and able to support MQTT protocol. Purpose of NodeMCU in this project is to read the data from the sensor and process it. After processing it send processed data to thingspeak.com. It has 12 general purpose I/O pins and one analog pins (A0). It operates on 3.3V DC. We have used analog pin connected to data pin of IR sensor.

Program for Arduino may be written in any programming languages for compiler that produces binary machine code for the target processor. A program written with IDE is called sketch and saved on the development computer as text file with extension.

C. GSM MODULE

GSM is globally accepted standard for digital communication. It uses narrowband time division multiple access for providing text and voice based services over mobile phone networks. It is a circuit switched system that divides each 200kHz channel into 25kHz time slots. It is most widely accepted standard in telecommunication and it is implemented globally. It was developed using digital technology. It has ability to carry to 64kbps to 12kbps of data rates. Presently GSM supports more than 1 billion mobile subscribers in more than 210 countries throughout the world. It digitize and compress data send down through the a channel with two other streams of user data each in its own time slots.

D. IR SENSOR

It is device consist of an infrared transmitter and infrared detector and circuitry. It only require three connection. When it detects obstacle within the range it will send output low. Infrared radiation is electromagnetic radiation with large wavelength than those of visible light and therefore invisible. Infrared radiation is emitted by molecules when they change their vibration rotational movements. It excites a vibration modal in molecule through a charge in a model movement making it is useful frequency range for study of their energy states for molecular of the proper symmetry.

SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

D. TUNIOT

Tuniot is a block code generator for NodeMCU. For the IoT based application developments. It does not need any programming skills to program.
III. IMPLEMENTATION

The IoT based garbage collecting system is very innovative system which is useful for “SWACHH BHARATH MISSION” and keep the cities clean. In this project there is a automated garbage collector vehicle which comes to every house and make buzzer sounds alerting people to throw their garbage in the bin. AGC vehicle can be implemented using a line follower technique which means a separate path is to be made for the AGC vehicle. It moves along the path in the society and collect the garbage. This AGC vehicle consist of arduino, IR sensor, buzzer, and garbage bin placed over it. It is programmed in such a way that whenever it find white surface it give buzzer sound and garbage bin will be open for certain time and people through their garbage and bin automatically get closed and moved to next house.

The traditional way of collecting the garbage is so tedious, causes diseases effect human and environment etc...so we come up with solution for this by IOT based garbage collection system. In this project we do mainly three things.

- Making an autonomous robot.
- Making a smart bin.
- Creating a webpage.

In the first part we would be making a autonomous robot which comes to our house or in the apartment door to door and collect the garbage. It consists of a Arduino uno, IR sensor for detection of path, a buzzer for alaram when robot come in front of house. Arduino can be programmed using Arduino ide.

Second part of the project is making a smart bin. When smart bin get filled it will automatically intimate the ghmc people by texting a message “garbage is full” so the ghmc term will come and collect the garbage. Smart bin consists of Arduino uno, NodeMcu, GSM module and two IR sensors. GSM module is used for texting a message when it gets a command from Arduino through serial communication port. It works on At commands when Arduino reads the sensor value. It executes the instruction accordingly and give text message to ghmc department through GSM module. Other IR sensor in smart bin takes the data from smart din and gives to NodeMcu. According that program will be executed in NodeMcu and this data is uploaded to webpage.

Third part of this project would be creating a webpage. For creating a webpage we are using a thing speak cloud. NodeMcu communicate with webpage through HTTP protocol, in the webpage level of garbage is displayed from time to time. Officers in the GHMC office will analaze the data and area producing garbage can be taken care more. According to analysis the area producing more garbage can be taken care more. Thus this project can help the SWACHH BHARAT MISSION and keep the cities clean. It can be implemented in school, hospital, public place, organization etc..

**BLOCKdiagram**

Fig 3.Block Diagram Of Line Tracker
Block diagram

Fig 5. block diagram smart bin

Flowchart

Fig 4. algorithm for line tracker
Above diagram is the circuit schematic of smart bin. The line tracker following the path and coming to collect the garbage door to door is shown in the figure. The garbage value which is to be stored in webpage is shown in fig. In the above graph x-axis is the garbage level of an area and y-axis is the time. X-axis has three level 0, 50 and 100. When we place garbage in smart bin the level of garbage is increases. When garbage reaches to 90% of its maximum value it text message showing garbage is full in this areas and alerting municipal authority to collect the garbage and they come and collect the garbage. So in this way area producing more garbage in less time will be more polluted hence this particular area can be taken more. Thus it help in SWACHH BHARAT MISSION (1)
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